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Adoley:  This is Adoley Odunton of Healthier Living and I want to welcome you to Season 5 of the 

Wellness Revolution. Our theme this season is Super Health, and our speaker today is 

truly going to take us on an amazing journey using science, consciousness and 

spirituality to show us what is possible for us in terms of our health.  

My guest today is Dawson Church. Dawson Church PhD is a respected researcher and 

author who has edited or authored many books and collaborated with the leading 

authorities in health including Larry Dossey M.D. Bernie Siegel M.D. Chrisitiane Northrup 

M.D. and many others. He founded Soul Medicine Institute to research and teach 

emerging psychological and medical techniques that can yield fast and radical cures. His 

award winning book, the ‘Genie in Your Genes’ pioneered the field of epigenetics 

explaining the remarkable self-healing mechanisms now emerging at the juncture of 

emotion and gene expression. He's authored numerous scientific studies through the 

foundation of epigenetic medicine and is the editor of Energy Phycology a peer-

reviewed Journal. He shares how to apply these breakthroughs to health and athletic 

performance through EST Universe one of the largest alternative medicine sites on the 

web. His topic is the Genie in Your Genes - How Consciousness Impacts Healing.  

So Dawson the first question is, it's a really cool title but why this title the ‘Genie in Your 

Genes’? 

 

Dawson: Well there is this whole story of course from the Arabian Nights of the Genie who grants 

wishes. The whole book began when some of my medical colleagues said to me : ”Well 

all of the energy medicine work that you do and your support is great but there's no 

science behind it.” So I began to think was that true? And then I began working with a 

colleague of mine from Harvard Medical School. He’s a neurosurgeon he's the founder 

of the American Holistic Medical Association, his name is Norm Shealy. We worked on a 

book together called ‘Soul Medicine’ and we began to dig in to all of the research into 

energy healing, consciousness and found that there are literally hundreds and hundreds 

of scientific studies showing that these affect our bodies, affect ourselves. So that was 

the genesis how we looked at all this research, and discovered that there’s a really solid 

scientific underpinning for this whole notion that your thoughts, your awareness, your 

beliefs, your emotions especially really affect you down to the level of your expressions 

of your genes. Which genes are turned on which genes are turned off. So it's really been 

a journey for me but the science behind this is powerful and compelling.  

 

Adoley: And that is what is remarkable about your book. It’s been called revolutionary by a lot of 

people. And having read it I can only recommend this book to all of you. Make the time 
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to read this. This is not just information for information’s sake. It’s something that you 

can take and apply in your life in the most extraordinary way. But it really is that bridge 

between science and energy medicine and it gives you an understanding of energy 

medicine that is at such a deeper level. Intuitively you may know it, you may practice it, 

but this understanding that you give I think is a huge gift. So let's talk about our genes 

and this new science, Epigenetics. Tell us what it is and what Epigenetic medicine is. 

 

Dawson: The word itself comes from the term ‘Epi’ which means above and then genetics of 

course the level of the genes. This is influencing gene expression or turning on genes or 

turning off genes from about the level of the gene itself. The old model of gene 

expression was that all information for the processes for life was contained in the DNA 

and that DNA gave rise to all of these life processes by building these important 

chemical building blocks or proteins in our bodies. And proteins are what drive on 

structure and our functioning of our bodies. Really a central molecule of our bodies 

besides water is the protein molecule. So the genes contain information on how to build 

these and the old model was that all the information required for life contained in the 

genes and your genes determined your behavior, your structure, your function this the 

idea that is called Genetic Determinism.  

 This theory really came crashing down in the late ‘90s, early 2000s when a series of 

experiments showed that genes could be switched on and off by forces from outside the 

cell. And even outside the body. So we now know that the genes that affect the eye 

color, hair color, height, things like that are fixed early on in our lives. But somewhere 

over 3 quarters of our genome is dynamic. These genes are being turned on, being 

turned off by a constellation of factors from both inside and outside the body.  

 The next question of course is how can we use this characteristic of genes to affect our 

health? How can we deliberately make sure that the genes that are beneficial to us are 

turned on and those that are harmful are turned off? And that’s where this whole 

science of Epigenetics comes into play. As researchers as doctors as therapists look for 

ways to use this information in a way that's really useful for our health and wellbeing. 

 

Adoley: So we all grew up believing that we were born a certain way and what you're telling us is 

that in in fact our genes can be switched on and turned off and it can happen in just a 

matter of seconds. And there are very specific ways in which we can actually turn them 

on and off we have the power to do that, right? 
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Dawson: Yes. A dramatic example comes from twins. Identical twins who were born with the 

same genomes. So we have two kids, two babies born with exactly the same genes. If 

genetic determinism was true - that whole idea that you and I grew up with that it’s all 

in your genes - then you would expect those two babies to have the same health 

outcomes, get the same diseases at about the same time and die at about the same 

time. And none of that is true. You find that identical twins start to diverge in their gene 

expressions by the age of 4-5-6. By the age of 30 or 40 they can be biologically more 

than 10 years different from each other. And they often die more than 10 years apart.  

 There are dramatic examples in a paper I wrote at the invitation of the American 

Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine about this showing examples of pairs of identical 

twins. One of them got cancer, the other one didn’t. One of them, her cells were ten 

years older than her sister's cells by the age of 40. So all of these factors from outside 

the genome, epigenetic factors can turn on and turn off genes in a way that dramatically 

effects health even to diseases like cancer and heart disease. 

 

Adoley: This is amazing what the studies show. Tell us what are the factors, what are the things 

that switch them on and off? So that you have two people who come in with the same 

set of genes and 40 or 50 years later there’s this huge discrepancy in their lives. What 

are some of the aspects, what are the things that we can control environmentally and 

particularly in terms of our thoughts and emotions? 

 

Dawson: Adoley there's one word that sums it up, six letters: STRESS. It's stress that does it. And 

there are some things that are external stressors like for example if you’re in a really 

traumatic environment if you're in a war or in a danger zone, combat zone or if you have 

really unhealthy behaviors, if you're seriously overweight if you smoke, risky behaviors 

like that affect you. But even if you adjust for all of those things, the single factor that is 

most important in cell aging in our health is stress. Stressed people are prone to a whole 

group of diseases. More prone than those who aren’t stressed.  

One study done by a big hospital chain called Kaiser Permanente looked at 142,000 

adults. It found that those who had a lot of childhood stress, unresolved emotional 

trauma from childhood - so in their childhood their stress genes really turned on their 

genes for proteins like adrenalin and cortisol were turned on by highly stressful 

situations - they found that 50 years later they had higher rates of cancer, heart disease, 

obesity, diabetes, smoking, depression, suicide attempts and to go on down the line, 

bad things happening to you. And 50 years later those children with unresolved 

childhood trauma had more of these diseases than those that didn’t. So in a word it's 

stress. We have unresolved emotional experiences, things that trouble us, things that 

haunt us, things that disturb us emotionally - that drives our levels of cortisol and 
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adrenalin high even if there’s nothing bad happening. So the bad thing may have 

happened 50 years ago but even 50 years later it’s still affecting you unless you do 

something to remove the emotional triggering of those adverse experiences.  

So that's what does it. The single biggest factor is how resilient are you, how adept are 

you when you have those negative traumatic experiences. How good are you at 

removing the emotional charge behind them. The bad things will happen, but how big is 

that emotional charge. If the emotional charge is high, then it’s going to drive your 

stress hormones into overdrive and result in high levels of those stress hormones. And 

that'll shorten your life and shorten your health span. 

 

Adoley: Let's talk about some of the ways in which we can address this. You clearly have made a 

big statement in creating EFT Universe so clearly that is a technique. But talk about 

some of the ways people can bring those stress levels down. You've talked about trauma 

at a very early age and the impact of it. But then of course there are all the other 

stresses that people have in their lives. Stress right now is one of the leading causes of 

disease anyway. 

 

Dawson: Yes and what we find interestingly yet the research into trauma and emotional trauma 

and PTSD has been driven largely by the war in Iraq, the war in Afghanistan. Because we 

now have about a half million people coming back from those wars and fields that have 

PTSD. Huge numbers of people, half a million of people. So over 2 million served there, 

roughly a quarter of them come back and develop PTSD. Now the question is why do 3 

quarters of them have those same negative adult experiences of combat, of suffering, of 

buddies dying, of all kinds of witnessing violence. Why do 3 quarters of them not 

develop PTSD, but a quarter of them do? What researches are finding in all the intense 

research that has been done in the last decade into PTSD is that a crucial factor is 

childhood. If people had a lot of stress, a lot of family violence, a lot of family trauma as 

children that predisposes them to adult trauma. And they’re much more likely to 

develop PTSD is adults.  

In fact there's a particular gene that is associated with PTSD but it's turned off in most 

people that have it. But if they have high levels of childhood trauma the gene gets 

turned on and then they’re much more likely to have PTSD as adults. So we’re now 

finding down to the level of the genes that childhood trauma affects people throughout 

their whole adult lives. That's why we at EFT Universe work so hard with EFT classes and 

workshops and books. Plenty of people go in there and clean up that childhood stuff not 

let it pester in your body that it shows up as disease later on.  
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There’s a huge effort now to associate these adult stressors with childhood ones and 

then go and work on that childhood stuff, clean it out so it’s no longer dragging behind 

you into your adult life and predisposing you to the possibility of disease. 

 

Adoley: And in terms of the chronic diseases that people have the autoimmune diseases, is 

there a connection to childhood trauma?  

 

Dawson: There seems to be. Because for example we did one research study with patients with 

fibromyalgia and the suffering, the degree of suffering in fibromyalgia is really high. And 

I think it's underappreciated who don’t have fibromyalgia. What we found was that - 

again it's autoimmune disease, there’s no known cure, the way it forms in the body is 

poorly understood by medicine. But we found that working with people on their 

childhood issues, on their adult issues, on their adult traumas using tapping, EFT, that in 

randomized controlled trials their fibromyalgia symptoms went down significantly. We 

are now finding EFT works for these things like psoriasis, fibromyalgia. There’s a whole 

range of autoimmune conditions which seem to improve because they’re so strongly 

linked.  

I'll give you one quick case history of one of my workshops. This woman came in to a 

workshop and she was really tall, she was really beautiful, she was about 22 years old. 

And she volunteered as a demonstration subject and she had chronic rheumatoid 

arthritis. She had it since she was 2. She’s 22 years old so for 20 years she’s had chronic 

rheumatoid arthritis. And at the age of 2, doctors began giving her injections into her 

joints of hydrocortisone to try and help her deal with it. So a life of terrible suffering. 

And I worked with her on childhood memories of her parents fighting. This may not 

make obvious logical sense to you and I as adults that it turns out that she developed 

this terrible disease at the age of 2 and had it for 20 years. It was something in their 

little psyche at the age of 2, this was the only thing she could do to maybe stop her 

parents fighting. We worked on all these conflicts and the family issues. By the time we 

finished the session, just a brief session on this, her symptoms had gone down by about 

3 quarters. And by the next day they were gone completely.  

So often these autoimmune conditions are strongly based in our emotional history and 

once we clear the emotional wounding then we find that many other parts of our bodies 

just automatically come right.  

Like for example when we worked with veterans with PTSD we find that their digestion 

improves, their reproductive functioning improves, their respiration improves. Their 

sleep improves right away. Often people do one session with us and they’ll say - this is a 

veteran from Vietnam - they'll say I got my first night’s sleep after that session with you 
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my first full night’s sleep since Vietnam. Powerful effects on our bodies when we start to 

reduce our stress.  

 

Adoley: Absolutely. That is so powerful what you're sharing with us. Can you talk about the four 

keys to accelerated healing, because that is part of the special offer that Dawson 

actually put together himself for all of you. One of the things that Dawson has included 

in this and I want you to talk about the video and these audios which is some of your 

favorite recordings. They cover very specific scenes that are echoed throughout the 

body of your work it seems to me. So would you tell me why those are so important? 

 

Dawson: Yes. Well the first idea of course we covered already is that your genes are affected by 

your consciousness. I'll give you a simple example. If you know that your main stress 

hormones are adrenalin, your fast acting hormone is cortisol which is your slower acting 

but regulatory hormone. Say you for example had a fight with someone at work, or with 

your spouse, your child, your parent and you had this feeling of anger and these feelings 

of frustration. Those feelings indicate that you’ve likely had a rise in those stress 

hormones. You have higher cortisol. So if you then maybe take a walk, if you work out 

you then normalize your cortisol again. So your adrenalin goes down, your cortisol goes 

down after you’ve had your fight with your parent or your spouse or coworker or 

whoever.  

But if you think about that fight, if you later on ruminate on the fight, if you replay the 

fight in your mind, what’s happening is there’s no fight happening out there. There’s 

absolutely nothing going on out there that’s bad. But you by your thoughts and your 

reliving of those experiences are driving your adrenalin and your cortisol high again. The 

genes that code for cortisol and adrenalin are getting a signal from your thinking to go 

into stress mode, make lots of these stress hormones, and that robs your body of all 

kinds of beneficial compounds you need for cell repair and youthfulness and all kinds of 

other good things.  

So a key idea is that your awareness your thoughts your feelings are directly driving the 

expression of your stress genes. That's a big idea. I think the more people realize that. I 

once was working on a chapter of this book Adoley. And I ran out of my office where I 

was doing some research and looking at some research papers on this and I was just 

waving a scientific paper in my hand, and I said to my older son who’s about 14 years 

old: “Lionel, if you just read what I just read - this research - you would never have 

another negative thought in your whole life. That's true. 
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Adoley Well I'll tell you what. You certainly have a totally different relationship to it. And you're 

like I’ve got to get rid of this as fast as possible. I'll give you an example of something 

that happened in reading your book. And I’d like to talk about the story you tell about 

the couples who are married.  

My husband and I we've been married for 14 years and we work together. In terms of 

our personal relationship, we get along so well. And life is really delightful around him. 

But working together quite honestly we will both get so heated up about something and 

we have been fighting about something and you know I could literally feel it occurring in 

my body all the emotions and stuff that were around this. Well I have to tell you, when I 

read your story about that marriage experiment I was like holy schmoly, what am I doing 

to myself. And I went and I gave it to him. And I said you have got to read this book, and 

this is what we are doing to each other, this is how it is affecting my health. We cannot 

afford to do this. We have to find a different way of working together. So tell them 

about that experiment. 

 

Dawson: This is one of a series of experiments done by a pioneering research team at Ohio State 

University. And their names are Ronald and Elisabeth Glaser. They've done many other 

pieces of research. In this particular one, they measured the level of healing proteins - 

the protein called the cytokine - in the blood stream of couples. Married couples went 

into the lab, and they got a baseline measurement of their level of cytokine production 

which determines how fast you heal. How fast wounds heal. So if you have a cut or a 

scrape or a bruise or if you have surgery, how quickly does that wound heal. Will it heal 

fast, will it heal slowly with bigger chance of infection and re-injury.  

They got this baseline of measurement of husbands and wives in the lab. Then 2 weeks 

later brought them back and said “Okay, we’re going to give you a half hour here. We 

want you to think about a disagreement you had. Think about some kind of 

disagreement you had recently, and well measure you again.” So the couple talked 

about the disagreement for half an hour and then they measure their levels of cytokines 

a second time. They found that just remembering, just the memory of the fight or the 

memory of the problem drove down the levels of healing proteins in their blood. Some 

couples you tell them to remember an old fight or an old disagreement, and within 10 

seconds their hammering each other in the back into mere disagreement. And that 

happened to a few, some of them were ready to assault each other right there in the lab 

in front of the lab technicians. And those couples, they found their cytokines dropped by 

up to 40 percent.  

If you’re having surgery that is the difference between life and death, to have your 

cytokines drop that low. Again it’s emotion, it’s strong emotions. When you have strong 

emotions and you have those feelings of anger or distrust or blame or resentment or 
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whatever. It’s literally driving down the level of the healing capacity of your body to 

repair itself.  

And there’s tons of research like this. The book has about 400 references in it. Soul 

Medicine has about 300 references in it, so tons of information. And when you put all 

the pieces together, you realize that we have just absolutely got to mind our mental 

hygiene and our emotional hygiene and our spiritual hygiene. We have to clean 

ourselves every day. We can’t let ourselves have these thoughts and behaviors, because 

they're literally destroying our health and they’re shortening our lifespans. So it’s vital 

that whether it’s you and Jim or another couple, find something, take a break. It only 

takes about 5 minutes for that cortisol to start dropping. It doesn’t take a long time. If 

you just take a walk, you'll find that naturally your adrenalin disperses in about 5 

minutes. So take 5. 

 

Adoley: Take 5. Well and I think again one of the things that is so eye-opening is that this process 

can happen in seconds. It doesn't take very long. It really is a very fluid process in terms 

of how our genes are activated on and off by all the choices that we’re making. You 

have a chapter which is ‘You the Ultimate Epigenetic Engineer’. And it really is 

something that we can choose to have control of. 

 

Dawson: And very quickly too. The old model was to learn to meditate, it takes years to do it, 

then an hour of mediation every day. And that’s really valuable. I learnt it myself and I 

love and advocate mediation. But when you do have that fight with your husband or 

disagreement with your child or coworker you need something much faster than that. 

So I focus in the book a lot on quick fixes. Some things that you can do right away. And 

not things that require training or belief. One simple one for example is – in fact try this 

now Adoley. Let your tongue relax onto the floor of your mouth.  

 

Adoley:  Okay so everybody try this. Not just me, let us all do it.  

 

Dawson: A little experiment right here on the air. Relax your tongue on the floor of your mouth. 

And that’s it. Now when your tongue is relaxed, try to get mad. Try to feel anger or 

frustration or blame or resentment. And you'll find you can’t because when your tongue 

is relaxed, it sends a mechanical signal to your autonomic nervous system that you're 

safe and that there's no real stressful input. So even if you have a stressful situation, if 

you relax your tongue, that sends a mechanical signal to your body to relax and go to 
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relaxation mode and not be stressed. The book is just packed with little tips like that. 

They’re simple to do, they don't require training, and they don’t require memorization.  

But something as simple as relaxing your tongue for example in traffic. If you’re in traffic 

you can just relax our tongue, and your whole body relaxes. Or if you're having an 

intense situation at work. Relax your tongue, and your whole body will automatically 

relax. So I like these really elaborate and powerful protocols that what I focus on in the 

book is the simple ones you don’t have to memorize and be in the therapists office to 

use and don’t need a lot of coaching on. Just do these things and you'll start to then 

develop a habit of relaxation. That's one of many little techniques like that that just 

helps you relax and diffuses what otherwise would be a difficult situation or a negative 

thought.  

 

Adoley: Well I love that one because as I was doing it I actually wanted to laugh. It makes you 

most almost smile. Which I guess probably helps create some oxytocin as well. Can you 

tell us a couple more quick processes?  

 

Dawson: Another simple one is if you cross your hands over your heart. Just put your hands over 

your heart area and take a breath and then just tap with your fingertips on your breast 

bone. Just doing that, holding two hands over your heart and then tapping with the 

fingertips closest to your chest. And when you think about a traumatic memory, these 

new techniques what we’re doing is we’re not saying have your stressful life and then 

go meditate or go tap or go relax your tongue. We're saying, in the middle of your 

stressful life, while you’re the most stressed, while you’re recalling that childhood 

traumatic event or while you’re in the middle of a stressful adult situation. Bring these 

in, diffuse the situation right here and now.  

Think about an event and what you'll find is the emotional intensity of that even will just 

drop as you tap. Because when you're sending a signal to your nervous system, that 

you’re not in danger, no longer is your body associating this stressful thought with the 

need to go into the fight or fight response. So you’re both thinking the thought and 

you’re tapping. And pairing the two together tells your body “Ah this thought about that 

disagreement with Jim whatever it is isn’t a real reason for stress. I can relax now.” And 

your body relaxes and then you can deal what the problem without going to that fight 

or fight routine.  
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Adoley: Terrific. I love that. I mean that’s wonderful. So simple and so easy. You've talked about 

what happens to our bodies when we are in stress mode. What happens when we 

relax?  

 

Dawson:  All kinds of good things. So I mentioned cortisol and I’ve actually done quite a bit of 

research on cortisol. I just had a paper published in the oldest peer-reviewed psychiatry 

journal in North America. It’s called the Journal of Nervous Mental Disease. It was a 

randomized control trial of cortisol that I and some associates did. We measured the 

peoples’ cortisol and we found that rest made it go down a little bit, regular talk therapy 

made it go down a little bit but tapping made it go down a lot. Now when cortisol goes 

down a lot, what happens is that there are two precursor molecules to cortisol. And 

those are progesterone and pregnenolone. Those are the two precursors your body uses 

to make cortisol.  

What happens when you have this relaxation habit when you start to condition yourself 

to relax, is that your cortisol drops and then your body disassembles the cortisol 

molecule. It then means that the bigger supply of free pregnenolone and progesterone 

in your body and when you have those two building blocks you’re available and you’re 

not stressed.  

What your body then makes for those too is another hormone called DHEA. Looks 

almost exactly like cortisol, but has the opposite effect. It’s your main relaxation 

hormone, your main cell repair hormone. DHEA is so beneficial, it produces skin 

elasticity, so fewer wrinkles in your skin. It produces increased muscle mass so people 

with a lot of cortisol have reduced muscle mass, reduced bone density. If they have a lot 

of DHEA just the reverse. When you’re relaxing, you’re boosting your levels of DHEA. I 

know that one young Iraq veteran we studied, we did a case study with him and we 

looked at his cortisol and DHEA levels. Once he’d done EFT then tapping and his cortisol 

dropped his DHEA rose by about 12 fold, 1200%. Huge rise in DHEA. Big rise in 

testosterone. Didn’t need Viagra anymore. All kinds of beneficial hormonal changes 

happened to this veteran once he tapped and reduced his cortisol. So what you do when 

you relax is you boost your level of DHEA and that makes you feel a lot better physically 

and a lot healthier.  

 

Adoley: Wonderful! You’ve talked about fast methods and that’s very much one of the things 

that you provide in the book. But in terms of relaxation and some of the other stress 

reduction techniques that really tip the balance towards DHEA production. What would 

you recommend? 
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Dawson: I like meditation. I also like heart mass, heart coherence. And I’m friends with people at 

HeartMath Institute, we exchange ideas often. Heart mass or heart coherence is a way 

of inducing this regulation of the simple nervous system. And I'll give you a little quick 

way to induce heart coherence. The HeartMath Institute has some great devices that 

will teach you to do this. The way you can do it without a device is just practice taking a 

five second in breath and a five second out breath.  

So breathe in, count slowly to five and breathe out. Count to five again and breathe in 

again. Doing this a few times will induce this state called heart coherence where your 

nervous system is balanced and your immune system really gets a boost from doing this. 

So heart mass is one, mindfulness is one. When you’re in a mindful state you’re allowing 

thoughts to flow in, thoughts to flow out. Not getting attached to thoughts. And to give 

yourself a kind of mental peace that is so helpful to your body. So all of these are ways 

of reducing stress.  

In one of the books that you’re offering our readers today I go beyond that. I thought 

these stress reduction techniques are great for producing a good solid baseline of 

wellness. But we don’t want just a baseline, we don’t want just to not be sick, we want 

something way above that. So that's where some of the books ‘Optimism’ and ‘Peak 

Vitality’ that we’re offering as part of the package come in. Because what they do is they 

say “Ok, now we’re at baseline, now we`ve reduced our stress. DHEA is high, cortisol is 

low, what do we do next? How can we then boost ourselves higher? What mental states 

can we attain?” And so how do you get to peak states, peak states performance peak 

states of mental ability, peak states of sport performance, peak states of business 

performance. All of these ways of coming to our peaks. So relaxation is good to bring 

you to baseline but then once you’re at baseline, let’s make our goals much bigger than 

just not being sick. Let’s make our goal being vibrantly healthy.  

 

Adoley: Yes super health indeed. Exactly. And what I love is that Dawson offers you in these 

books really practical ways in which you can actually move to that peak state.  

I want to take a couple of the questions that are coming in. And as perhaps as you 

answer them Dawson we can also make reference to some of the ways in which the 

items you've put together in terms of this special offers can help people. We have a 

questioner, Joyce, who is asking: She’s recovering from hand surgery. And she’d like to 

know how she can speed up the healing.  
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Dawson: She will see that the healing in various ways that have been shown to be effective or 

evidence based in research. One is by using EFT tapping for any fears that she might 

have. She might have a fear of the healing taking a long time. She might have a fear of 

pain. She may have a fear of reinjuring herself. All of these are ones that you can reduce 

by EFT tapping.  

Also she can use relaxation methods to visualize a positive future. There’s lots of 

research showing that visualization can help trigger a better result, end result. So 

visualizing your hand healing well. Even things like when you take your vitamins in the 

morning, when you take your pills. Just visualize those coursing through your body and 

doing you a lot of good. Simple visualization doesn’t cost anything contrary to you and 

may just engage that placebo effect that belief effect that the pills will do good. So 

visualization’s good and tapping for fear is good. Because you then both remove the 

negative and allow yourself to picture a healed positive future. 

 

Adoley: Dawson, will you tell us a little bit about the ‘Science of Energy Medicine’ video that 

we've incorporated in here and kind of what it provides people? Because you're talking 

about tapping, about EFT. Could you tell us a little bit about that? 

 

Dawson: This is a live video shot by a professional video crew at a workshop I did, an EFT 

workshop. And I just review the whole history of science in energy healing and energy 

psychology and it really has a long history. So I trace back to early experiments done by 

some Germans in the 1870s and then through Freud and Jung and then through the 

famous experiments by Pavlov in Russia showing how condition responses are formed in 

the body. But then how do we counter condition ourselves?. How do we take these 

strongly conditioned responses?  

For example if you have a habit of getting tense on the freeway. If you have a habit of 

getting mad at a certain relative. How do you take that strongly conditioned response 

just like Pavlov and his dogs? How do you take that conditioned response, how do you 

change it? I talk about this whole history behind EFT and then also going into Einstein 

and energy and matter and about how he began to realize about a century ago that we 

were energy beings. The discovery that the heart has its own magnetic field around it 

goes a long way out from a body. And the first measurements of the heart’s field the 

first measurement of the brain’s field, development of the EEG.  

And that we're energy beings that are shifting very fast but healing doesn’t have to take 

a long time via slow process. Both the physical and the emotional healing can being 

super quick if you realize that you’re this collection of genes that shift you all the time. 

That you’re this collection of molecules. Your body is dynamically creating new 
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molecules and breaking them down really rapidly and that you’re a being of energy. I 

have an image in that presentation of someone in an MRI. And you see not only all of 

the energy fields inside their body, but you see these huge energy fields outside of the 

body as well. So if you think of yourself as this energetic being that can change that can 

shift that can heal that can have this massive transformation quickly, it’s a whole 

different picture of yourself from a static person who’s stuck with the body you have 

with the sort of intentions you have. You can change radically, you can change quickly 

and you can make those changes stick. 

 

Adoley: I love that. So Sheila has a question and she says “How do you know if you have certain 

genes and how can you change your genes if you haven’t had your DNA tested?”  

 

Dawson: You know you have genes by getting a gene test and there are some inexpensive ones 

being developed now. That the most intent to focus on disease genes. Whereas what 

I'm much more interested in is wellness genes. So stress genes like cortisol and DHEA 

are a marker. And you can get a very simple DNA and cortisol test online for about $150. 

So it’s cheap. There are bunch of companies making this. And what we did with these 

veterans from Iraq, we would give them that kind of a test, a gene expression test. So 

we would know what their cortisol levels were, what their DHEA levels were. 

We would then do a bunch of session at EFT with them. Really work on cleaning up all 

their old childhood traumas and old traumas. And test them again. And it would show 

that those genes that we’re coding for stress chemicals like cortisol were getting turned 

off. And those that we’re coding for health giving hormones and proteins like DHEA 

were getting turned on. So one of these simple inexpensive tests can tell you what your 

cortisol and DHEA levels are. And they’ll tell you which genes are being affected by your 

relaxation technique, or by mediation or whatever else you’re doing. 

 

Adoley: So I'm going to ask you two questions. One, can you just tell us of a simple place to get a 

test, you know of one off hand Dawson? 

 

Dawson: There are some labs that are better than others. The lab we used for our cortisol study 

was called Sabre Lab. They did all of our cortisol tests. There are a lots of others online. 

And what I can do is I have a couple of resources of labs that are really good. I can look 

those up and then email those to you to post on your site. 
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Adoley: That would be fabulous. Because it does make a difference where you go. Her question 

is “How can you change your genes if you haven’t had your DNA tested?” Sheila we 

encourage you to get it tested and as Dawson says there are some cheap tests that you 

can have. But if she for whatever reason isn’t getting her DNA tested she can still change 

her genes. And maybe not measure them but maybe is there a way of her changing 

them an perhaps being able to measure the difference in another way? 

 

Dawson: I like cortisol and DHEA because they’re really objective markers. And you know if 

you’ve shifted those you’ve shifted your stress level. That’s I think the best way to do it. 

Because what cortisol does, it regulates literally hundreds of other biochemical 

processes. It regulates the production of many other proteins, many genes. Cortisol is a 

master hormone that controls a whole cascade of biological events in your body. You 

know if you’ve shifted cortisol, you’ve shifted a lot of other things including these anti-

aging proteins, these cell repair proteins. If you shift cortisol, you know everything else 

around it is shifting as well. So that’s a simple objective biological biomarker that when 

that is happening well, it tells you a lot of other things that are happening well too.  

 

Adoley: Great. Now Sunia from Mumbai - and welcome we love our international callers and it’s 

so exciting to see people calling and listening from all over the world - says “How does 

energy healing differ from tapping?” 

 

Dawson: If I put this in perspective there’s a field called CAM or Complementary and Alternative 

Medicine. Within that there’s a field of energy medicine and within energy medicine is a 

field of energy psychology. And tapping focuses primarily on psychological issues, 

anxiety, depression, PTSD, things like that. Energy medicine focuses somewhat on 

psychological issues but mostly on physical issues. So you’d go to an energy medicine 

practitioner typically, and they would offer their method. And there’s some phenomenal 

energy medicine methods which I’ve used myself, I’ve seen demonstrations of them and 

they work brilliantly. But again they focus usually on the physical and energy psychology 

by tapping is focused on the psychological. So you can have a mixture of both. 

For example I worked recently with somebody using EFT tapping on childhood trauma 

and psychological problems. Then I sent her off to an energy medicine practitioner to 

work on some physical problems. So you can get the best of all worlds. I really 

encourage you to use both these energy healing techniques and also conventional 

medicine. I go see my regular old M.D. and I pick a good doctor and make sure that it is 

something actually biologically that’s an issue. I’m getting that addressed too. So it’s not 

like energy medicine or energy psychology are a substitute for conventional medicine. 
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They are best used as part of a whole array of healing options and you just grab the best 

ones that are available for your particular case. 

 

Adoley: We have a question here about your scientific studies. In the ones you’ve done in regard 

to levels of cortisol and DHEA our listener wants to know do you go by traditional lab 

ratios? 

 

Dawson:  We don’t. We think that if you read medical textbooks they give you an abnormal range 

of cortisol that we think is really skewed. To have too little cortisol by conventional 

medical standards you have to have almost none. And by too much the usual range they 

give you is huge. It’s a massive amount of cortisol. We think the actual range is much 

narrower than that. And a healthy range is a much smaller fraction of that. So in our 

cortisol study where we compared EFT to talk therapy to rest we used this narrower 

range of normal not really wide one. I think the really wide one is misleading. I think 

there`s a healthy range in the middle of that that`s much more meaningful than these 

extremes that most medical textbooks usually contain. 

 

Adoley: Thank you. You know we`ve talked a lot about stress on this call for obvious reasons. 

And you've given us some techniques for doing that. People love it when you give them 

a process and they can integrate it. I wondered if you could perhaps give us a short EFT 

process on stress? Reducing our stress. I do want to let everybody know that Dawson 

has a free gift for us, a mini EFT manual. So if you go to the replay page, at the bottom of 

it you can get a free gift from him that gives you the mini manual.  

 

 

Dawson: And actually if you do that, download it, at the very end there's a page called ‘EFT on 

One Page’. And it's all EFT tapping points on a single page. The points you tap in EFT are 

to do with the acupuncture meridians. And you can either get traditional acupuncture 

needles that are placed into these points. But with acupressure you just put pressure on 

them .You tap on them or rub them and that has a similar effect to the needles. So what 

we focus on at EFT is tapping these points. So I'll do my best , again if you download the 

manual you’ll see the points, and that’s a lot easier to do than me just describing them. 

But I’ll lead you through a quick descriptive section of how to apply this well.  

First thing you do is think about something that bothers you. Think about an event, 

preferably a recent event in that last two weeks where you maybe had a disagreement 

with a professional colleague where you had maybe a motor accident or bicycle accident 
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something that bothered you. Maybe a fight with your spouse. So think of the event. 

Then rate the intensity of the event on a scale from 0 to 10. Where is 0 is no intensity 

and 10 is maximum intensity. You think back to the fight with your spouse and maybe 

you’re 8 out of 10. So I’m an 8 I'm thinking about that fight with my spouse, and I’m still 

so angry. So I'm an 8. You’ve got an event, and you’ve got a number.  

Now while you’re thinking about that event, take your fingertips and tap on the outer 

edge of your other hand. And we call this the karate chop point because if you're doing 

a karate chop it’s the place you would use to hit the object you’re hitting. So tap that 

karate chop point with the fingertips of the hand and just think to yourself “Okay this is 

the problem.” Visualize the problem, visualize the event vividly and also say out loud if 

you can: “I deeply and completely accept myself.” You're tapping on the karate chop 

point, saying out loud or thinking in your mind: “I deeply and completely accept myself.” 

One more time. Keep tapping on that karate chop point. Think of the event vividly in 

your mind. And say “I deeply and completely accept myself.”  

Take a breath then take a couple of your fingertips and tap on your eyebrow where it 

meets the bridge of your nose. Tap right there lightly on your skin and think about the 

event. Think about the incident. Now tap on the side of your eye and think about the 

event for instance again. So vividly imagine the event, tap on the side of your eye. The 

third acupoint you want to simulate is under the pupil of your eye, on the edge of the 

bone. Tap there, make sure you keep breathing. Keep thinking about the event and even 

say it out loud. The car crash or the fight I had with my spouse or the disagreement with 

my business partner or whatever it was. Then tap on under your nose with two fingers 

and vividly imagine the event. Tap under your lower lip - another acupressure point - 

and imagine the event. Tap the end of your collarbone right where it meets your 

breastbone. Tap with two or even three fingers there. Think about the event.  

And finally tap under your arm by about four inches below your armpit. Just tap there 

gently and think about the event. Then finally tap that karate chop point one more time. 

Take a breath. Think about the event. And also think about deeply and completely 

accepting yourself. Now tune back into the event, rerun it again and give it a new 

number. When you think about it now, what is the emotional charge behind the event? 

If it was an 8, is it now a 2? If it was a 9 or 10 is it now a 1 or a 3?  

You'll probably find it dropped a lot. When I have people raise their hands and say 

whose numbers dropped by 2 or more points, usually everyone in the room has their 

number drop by at least two points. And if you say my numbers dropped to 0 and some 

have this big startled expression on their face, and say “I can’t believe this but I’m trying 

to recall the event, and I’m a 0. I can’t feel any emotional intensity behind the event.” So 

that’s how quickly EFT is able to remove the emotional triggering we have around these 

unpleasant events. 
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Adoley: Wonderful. That’s really terrific. Thank you so much. 

 

Dawson: Want to share what your number were Adoley? 

 

Adoley: Well I started out at about a 7 and I went down to a 2. 

 

Dawson: Good! 

 

Adoley: Yeah very good. You know I’ll just do a couple more cycles and I'll know they’ll be gone. 

So that was great. This is one question that I want to bring up before we just kind of 

summarize. Janet wants to ask about inherited genes. And since that’s so much part of 

the Genie in Your Genes her question is how much does an inherited gene like colon 

polyps influence one’s ability to avoid having an abnormal colon polyp that could turn 

cancerous? So I wanted you to address that because she’s dealing with the whole 

concept of inherited genes. 

 

Dawson: We do have them and they’re genes called anchor genes. Which is a medical word for 

cancer genes. So there are anchor genes in our bodies. For example there was a study of 

men with prostate cancer. This group of men learned to mediate, they developed a 

healthy lifestyle and what they found was that when they developed a healthy lifestyle 

learned to meditate that their genes that coded for prostate cancer got what’s called 

down regulated or turned off. Few of them were turned on. So they found that after this 

process of learning to relax over 500 genes changed gene expression including those for 

breast cancer and prostate cancer. Stress shifts your gene expression in ways that aren’t 

helpful.  

Another example is there were some famous photography published in the Observer 

newspaper in Britain of identical twins who were six years old. Again, they had the same 

genome. One of them developed a cancer, childhood leukemia at the age of 2. The 

other one didn’t. The doctors were really mystified by this. They had the same genes, 

same cancer genes so how come with strongly inherited conditions, how come one gets 

childhood leukemia at the age of 2 and the other doesn’t. And the answer turned out to 

be stress. One of them had a tonsillectomy when she was 6 months old and the doctors 

think that the doctors think that the stress from the tonsillectomy triggered the 
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expression of those cancer genes. So that’s what you do. Again that’s why I said if I had 

to boil this down to one word that word is STRESS. Stress is just affecting you all over 

your body including the expression of those strongly inherited genetic traits. 

  

Adoley: And what I can say having read Dawson’s book and had an opportunity to really look at 

some of the things that he selected for you in terms of the package that he’s put 

together is that it is packed with simple clear ways in which you can apply techniques 

and tips that can really affect your stress levels that can really put the power of how you 

can heal yourself. If you have a condition, the things that you're going to learn the tips 

that you're going to get are going to help you shift that condition and heal yourself.  

If you are someone who is healthy and actually wants to create a level of optimum 

health and to have longevity, you'll get information and ideas that will completely shift 

your sense of what's actually possible for you. So much of this is about our thinking. And 

what we believe is possible for us so Dawson that's the thing I want to say. I'm very 

excited by the possibilities that what you've put together offers for all of us. And I'd like 

you to just say a couple of words about anything that I haven't touched on that they 

need to know about what you've given them. Because I know that you picked it very 

carefully and it's something that can literally change their lives. 

 

Dawson: As you can tell Adoley, I'm wildly enthusiastic about all of this. And I’m also really 

touched by peoples’ suffering. We've done some work with fibromyalgia sufferers, 

we've done lot of work with veterans. The main thing I want to tell you the listener is a 

lot of your suffering isn’t necessary. The tools in this package, the tools in these books 

can shift your unnecessary suffering .Some of your suffering might be literal objective 

suffering. What we find is once we learn these kinds of techniques and apply them in 

our lives, we find that much of our suffering just goes away.  

What I urge you to do is love yourself. Have enough self-love to apply these techniques. 

Learn simple meditation techniques. Learn EFT tapping. Learn some of these really basic 

methods that shift you from a stressful state to a relaxed state. What happens is you 

then produce all these good effects in your body. To say I'll do it later or I'll do it when 

I'm sick that’ just deferring the moment of your wellbeing to the future. And I don’t 

want you to do it then, I want you to do it right now.  

That's my passion, is to see you heal, see you not suffer, not carry around this 

unnecessary burden of suffering from disease for a moment longer. So much of the 

suffering we have, the emotional suffering we have and the physical suffering is just 

completely unnecessary. So I’d love to see that shift. And I'd love you to love yourself 

enough to grab these tools and then apply them in your life. Don’t let yourself sit in that 

state, that emotional physical state any longer than you need to. Just apply this and 

you’ll find it can be the nudge that opens up a radically new future for you and a 
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radically new future path of wellness, healing and longevity. So practice it, use it and 

that is the ultimate expression of self-love. So that’s my message I think. Love yourself 

enough to use these wonderful tools. 

 

Adoley: Well this has just been a wonderful call and all I can say to everyone is that just reading 

one of Dawson's books, the Genie in Your Genes, was life changing for me and very 

exciting. And I've read a lot of books about alternative medicine and health. I’ve been in 

this conversation for the last 5 years. And I know the value of what is here. So for those 

that this resonates with - because at the end of the day we invite you to a banquet and 

we give you a menu of wonderful dishes - if you feel connected to what you're hearing 

from Dawson and this conversation that he's sharing with you, you can feel his passion, 

it's the tip of the iceberg of what he has available to you then I encourage you to invest 

in yourself and invest in your health because that's really what it's about.  

Last question on lab ratios. One person wants to know does Sabre Lab that you 

recommended use the ratio that you go by and they're pretty anxious to know this. 

 

Dawson: Yes. And the technical term for this is 0.5 nanograms per liter to 6 nanograms per liter. 

That’s the range we used in the research. That’s the range that the Sabre Lab that has 

been doing tens of thousands of cortisol tests thinks is the normal range. 0.5 nanograms 

per deciliter, NG/DL. So 0.5 - 6 is the range that they believe is optimum.  

 

Adoley: Dawson I would like to thank you so much this has been a great call. My husband and I 

are definitely going to be rereading the book and using these incredible tools. Thank you 

very much indeed for this wonderful work that you're doing. 

 

Dawson: It’s a huge privilege and pleasure and thank you very much for sharing the word about 

it. 

 

Adoley: Well that is our pleasure thank you. Everyone that was Dawson Church. As you can tell, 

he is passionate and he is helping to really expand the quarters of what is possible in 

terms of health. He is one of our game changers and we are very fortunate to have him. 

And over the next 10 years I know you’re going to hear much more from Dawson as he 

continues these incredible experiments and research that he’s been doing.  
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I want to thank you all for listening and to wish you a wonderful rest of the evening. 

Remember that super health is available and that you have the power to create it in 

your life right now.  

Thank you for joining us and have a great rest of your evening! 


